
Question Mark, Exclamation 
Mark or Full Stop?

Add a question mark, exclamation mark or full stop in 
the box to finish off the sentence correctly.

1

3

5

2

4

6

Do you like cake

Would you like to play with me

Look out

Well done Riley

Dad is mowing the lawn

Sam went down the slide
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Question Mark, Exclamation 
Mark or Full Stop?

Add a question mark, exclamation mark or full stop in 
the box to finish off the sentence correctly.

1

3

5

2

4

6

Do you like cake ?

Would you like to play with me ?

Look out !

Well done Riley !

Dad is mowing the lawn .

Sam went down the slide .
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Question Mark, Exclamation 
Mark or Full Stop?

Add a question mark, exclamation mark or full stop in 
the box to finish off the sentence correctly.

1

3

5

2

4

6

Sarah went to school

What time does the party start

Would you like to go for a walk

I'm so excited

Be careful

The bird was singing in the tree
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7

9

8

How much money did you save

Alex likes to play football

Congratulations Sam

Question Mark, Exclamation Mark or Full Stop?

Now, write your own question to go with this picture.
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Sarah went to school

What time does the party start

Would you like to go for a walk

I'm so excited

Be careful

The bird was singing in the tree

1

3

5

2

4

6

Question Mark, Exclamation 
Mark or Full Stop?

Add a question mark, exclamation mark or full stop in 
the box to finish off the sentence correctly.

.

?

?

!

!

.
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7

9

8

How much money did you save

Alex likes to play football

Congratulations Sam

Question Mark, Exclamation Mark or Full Stop?

?

.

!

Now, write your own question to go with this picture.

Pupil's own responses, such as: Do monkeys eat bananas?

10
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Question Mark, Exclamation 
Mark or Full Stop?

Add question marks, exclamation marks and full stops 
to the boxes to complete the sentences.

1

3

5

2

4

6

"Watch out   " cried Elly. "Are you OK   "

This is the best present ever

I'm so angry

Dad is cooking dinner tonight

What time is it

Jack walked over to Lucas    " 
How are you   " asked Jack.
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7

9

8

The teacher was reading an interesting book

Would you like to watch a movie

Congratulations on winning the cup

Question Mark, Exclamation Mark or Full Stop?

11

10

12

Everyone was walking towards the big tent    
"Roll up, roll up   " yelled the Ringmaster.

Katie was wearing her favourite dress

What is your favourite flavour ice cream
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Now, write your own question for this picture.

 

 

 

Now, write your own sentence for this picture.

 

 

 

Question Mark, Exclamation Mark or Full Stop?

13
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Now, use an exclamation mark in your sentence for this picture.

 

 

 

Question Mark, Exclamation Mark or Full Stop?

15
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"Watch out   " cried Elly. "Are you OK   "

This is the best present ever

I'm so angry

Dad is cooking dinner tonight

What time is it

Jack walked over to Lucas    " 
How are you   " asked Jack.

!

!

.

?

?!

?.

Question Mark, Exclamation 
Mark or Full Stop?

Add question marks, exclamation marks and full stops 
to the boxes to complete the sentences.

1

3

5

2

4

6
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The teacher was reading an interesting book .

Would you like to watch a movie ?

Congratulations on winning the cup !

Question Mark, Exclamation Mark or Full Stop?

11

10

12

Everyone was walking towards the big tent    
"Roll up, roll up   " yelled the Ringmaster. !

Katie was wearing her favourite dress .

What is your favourite flavour ice cream ?

.

7

9

8
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Question Mark, Exclamation Mark or Full Stop?

Now, write your own question for this picture.

Pupils' own responses, such as: What colour is the lion?

13

14 Now, write your own sentence for this picture.

Pupils' own responses, such as: The seals are sat on the rocks.

Now, use an exclamation mark in your sentence for this picture.

Pupils' own responses, such as: What sharp teeth crocodiles have!
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